
14.9 SkillBuilder: Constructing a field sketch
14.9.1 Tell me
What are field sketches?
Field sketches are drawings completed during fieldwork — geography outside the classroom. Field sketches
allow a geographer to capture the main aspects of landscapes in order to edit the view, focusing on the
important features and omitting the unnecessary information. Field sketches are free-hand drawings with
annotations. Colour may be added but is not a requirement. A field sketch aids our sense of observation and
allows us to record and interpret environments. Following a few basic steps, everyone can construct a field
sketch!

Why are field sketches useful?
Field sketches capture the important information. You might think it is easier to take an image on your
phone or with a camera, but you are then capturing the non-relevant data as well. By making a drawing
in the field you are interpreting the environment, analysing the landscape and highlighting a geographical
understanding of what you see by careful and clear labelling.

Model

FIGURE 1 Field sketch of Cape Schanck

A good field sketch has:• been completed on plain paper• been drawn in pencil• a title• a date• labels of key features• an indicator to show direction• shading.

14.9.2 Show me
You will need:• plain paper• a clipboard• a grey pencil (soft)• a ruler• an eraser.
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Procedure:
Here is an example of a coastal field sketch. To complete a coastal field sketch you need to be in a coastal
environment. Any environment though can be sketched — natural or human-altered. You can choose an
environment near you.

Step 1
Choose the field of view to be sketched; that is, ‘from this tree to that bend in the stairs’ (as in FIGURE 1).
Make yourself comfortable as you’ll need to stay in the one place while you complete the sketch.

Step 2
Partly close your eyes so that you are peeking at the world — all the small details will disappear and your
eyes will focus on the main outlines. These main outlines are the first parts drawn. Practise looking at the
environment.

Step 3
Attach your paper securely to the clipboard as wind plays havoc with field sketching. Using a pencil, draw a
border (frame) in which you are going to sketch. Always draw in pencil and keep your eraser handy.

Step 4
Draw in the horizon as a baseline; that is, where the land meets the sky.

Step 5
Divide your sketch horizontally into three portions: background, middle ground and foreground (the closest
to you).

Step 6
Peek at the landscape through partly closed eyes and now add the main outlines to your sketch. Start with
main features in the background (most distant), then middle-ground and lastly foreground. There will be a
few shapes on your page, but no detail.

FIGURE 2 Initial outline

Step 7
Using this base you can now add details and provide shading to relevant aspects. Identify those aspects that
are relevant to your study. In this coastal example, there are natural features — a wave-cut platform, a stack,
a headland and limestone ridges — and a human feature, the boardwalk.
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FIGURE 3 Further detail and shading

Step 8
Annotate (label) your sketch to draw attention to the landscape features. Ask yourself what the connection
is between the natural features and the human-altered features. Can your labelling assist in making this
interconnection clear to those who view your field sketch?

Step 9
Finishing touches:• on the border, add a direction indicator as to which way you are looking at the landscape• title your sketch — identify the place with as much detail as possible• date your drawing• include the direction you are facing (if known).

FIGURE 4 Completed field sketch with annotations
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Checklist
I have:• drawn a border• added a compass direction• titled the sketch• dated the sketch• shaded to give depth• clearly labelled the significant aspects.

Interactivity Constructing a field sketch (int-3146)

14.9.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

Your teacher may take the class into the school grounds and ask you to do a field sketch of an area within the
school boundary, or you may be able to view an environment beyond the fence line.
OR

At home, select a street view or a garden view and complete an annotated field sketch.
Now that you have practised this technique, you are ready to apply this skill to any fieldwork.

14.9 ACTIVITIES
1. What natural features have been labelled in the field sketch?
2. What human-altered features have been labelled in the field sketch?
3. Is there any interconnectedness between the natural environment and human activities?
4. How do your five senses respond to this environment?
5. How might this place change in the future?
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